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参考答案

听力：

1-5 CACAB 6-10 BACBC 11-15 AABAC 16-20 ABABC

阅读理解：

21-23 BCD 24-27 DCBC 28-31 ADCD 32-35 BADC 36-40 GEBDC

完形填空：

41-45 BCCDB 46-50 AACDD 51-55 BBCAA

语法填空：

56. has become 57. elective 58. or 59. to continue 60. assistance
61. in 62. fluently 63. Founded 64. best 65. that/which

写作：

第一节：

ATurning Point in My Life
Joining the debate team in high school was a moment that transformed me. Despite my

initial fear of public speaking, I summoned up the courage to step out of my comfort zone.
With time, I realized that the debate team provided a safe space for growth and learning.

Preparing for debates became a significant part of my routine, challenging me to dig deeper
into various topics and sharpen my critical thinking skills.

In conclusion, joining the debate team marked a turning point in my life. It pushed me to
overcome my fears, find my voice, and embrace intellectual challenges.

第二节：

As the sun rose higher, the water in the small shallow corner continued to disappear. Initial
joy gradually turning into panic, the youngest fish realized the danger. The once abundant water
had vanished, leaving him floundering in the drying mud. The two older fish, who had safely
made it back to the sea, noticed their younger brother’s distress from a distance. They knew
they couldn’t leave him behind. With determination and concern, they swam back towards the
shallow water.

Upon their return, the two fish made a plan to rescue their younger brother. They
approached him, urging him to swim with all his strength towards the lowest part of the boat.
Despite his fear, the youngest fish followed their words and their lead. Together, the three fish
used their remaining strength to jump and flip over the boat, miraculously reaching the other
side. They were reunited, their bond stronger than ever. They swam back to the safety of the sea,
grateful for their collective strength and perseverance.


